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American Teens in Crisis is designed to
equip, empower and encourage parents,
educators, counselors, youth workers,
clergy and anyone who is a part of a
youth support system. Learn up to date
information on current topics of concern
and take away practical skills for your
toolbox. Be encouraged to continue the
positive and important work that you are
doing. This program has one more
session for you to attend coming up on
October 28th from 11 am - 2 pm.  
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So, pack your favorite lunch and join us to
learn information on current topics that
are affecting our youth. This final session
in the series of three will cover the topic
How Marijuana Affects the Adolescent Brain
and will be lead by guest speaker Albert
Gay, M.S., a national trainer and
consultant. 
Registration is $25 per person. Your
registration fee provides you with a link
that is good for 10 days. All sessions are
FREE to our Positive Potential License
Holders. 

Visit our website at positiveteenhealth.org
to learn more and register for this event.  

PATH team members at the 

Light the Darkness 5K
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 PATH is dedicated to serving the youth of our communities through
programming and other forms of service in accordance with current needs. That
is why this summer, we began the PATH Cares project to help equip our student
for success in their upcoming e-learning school year. In the first installment of
this service project, we brought care packages to over 200 students and later
distributed backpacks with school supplies, food, and information inside. 

This month we continued our efforts by delivering care packages with PATH face
masks and high-quality headphones. E-Learning provides a slew of new
challenges for our young learners and we want to do what we can to alleviate as
many of those as possible so they can do their best work inside and outside of
their physical classrooms. The headphones will be particularly helpful for
students during class lectures happening on a digital format by ensuring they can
hear the teacher well and that they are heard when they respond. We are proud
to be helping students speak up and tune in using these headphones and are
proud of the resilience our community has shown in this unique school year. 

If you want to help support PATH and see more projects like this, check out our
website for information on donating and volunteering. 

PATH CARES

Picuted Above: Community Outreach Director, Dezimon Alicea, delivering headphones

to Mrs. Puplava at Clark Middle School in Hammond.

Updates on Latest Community Service Project 



"When exploring what issues are most
prevalent with teens today, “anxiety” is often at
the top of the list. (Truthfully, that might be at
the top of the list for us as parents as well!) ...
The term “anxiety” may have varying
connotations, but for many of us, it simply
means being continually stressed out and
worried while navigating life dynamics. I want
to look at stress from a few angles and then
share one great tool that I learned can help
our teens manage stress so it works FOR
them!"

"An important place to start is recognizing that
stress itself is not negative... Research shows
that a certain level of stress, located between
calm and distress, is actually the sweet spot
where we are most productive. Being
moderately stressed (recognizing the
importance of tasks, wanting to do well, feeling
healthy pressure to tackle challenges and
succeed), actually enhances performance. So,
it is important that we communicate to our
teens that stress is a necessary part of life
that keeps us sharp and productive!
Feeling stress is normal and even positive
when at a healthy level."

"The problem comes when we fail to take time
to recover from functioning in that healthy yet
intense stress zone. When we stay in stress
mode too long, without intentional rest, we
enter a mode of distress. We exhaust
ourselves, and irrational thoughts often attach
themselves to our thought process. Healthy
stress says, This test is important; I need to
focus on it and try my best. Distress says, If I
don’t ace this test, I am going to fail this
class and probably never get into college!"

"Some of our teens live in that mode of
distress. Between non-stop school
responsibilities, extra-curricular activities,
social media pressures, and relationship/peer
stressors, they are physically, mentally, and
emotionally spent."

"What our teens need is recovery time, which
is intentional time each day to return to a
state of calm, to reset. A great tool for this has
been coined “cave time” (referring to the
hunter/gather phenomenon of a hunter
extending great mental and physical energy to
hunt and capture food for survival, avoiding
dangerous predators in the process, only to
retreat back to the quiet home cave for
needed mental and physical recharge)".

"I encourage you to help your teen carve out a
little “cave time” every day. This is time that is
NOT spent on screens, like TV, social media,
or video games (which tend to increase
anxiety). This is time in a quiet place where
students can relax, listen to calming music,
read, draw, THINK without pressure to
perform, and do anything that is relaxing for
them".

"This might be a special place you create in
the house somewhere where teens can
retreat for at least 30 minutes. It could be
their own bedroom, with some comfy pillows
and peaceful posters on the wall. Even if they
share a room with a sibling, there are ways to
create privacy (i.e. earbuds, designated alone
“cave time,” etc.) This time spent will look
different for different students, but the end
goal is the same: 30 minutes minimum to
unplug from the pressures of life, take some
deep breaths, and regain some calm". 

"...If at all possible, try to find ways for you to
find your daily “cave” reset, too. Even if you
can only carve out 15 calm minutes per night,
you will thank yourself one day when you are
healthy and sane despite raising teens!"

THE PARENTING CORNER
“Cave Time” Helps Teens Manage Stress

Contributing author, 

Lisa Raftery

This is an except from a longer piece. 
To read the full blog, please visit our website at positiveteenhealth.org



Red Ribbon Week is the nation’s longest
running drug abuse prevention campaign
and has been going on for over 30 years!
Many of us probably remember getting little
red ribbons to stick to our shirts each year in
school as part of a pledge to live our lives
drug free. Having started in 1983, Red
Ribbon Week keeps their programming up to
date with our society’s ever changing needs.

This year, Red Ribbon Week goes digital like so many of our other events have. Their
website is packed with digital tools to use with youth organizations including shareable
social media content and even downloadable Zoom backgrounds! Their resource tab
also includes a curated list of lesson plan materials and readings to help you get the
best possible information about drug abuse prevention.

The pandemic has only fanned the flames of our nation's addiction crisis. Stress,
desperation, poverty, and other factors inflamed by the pandemic have led many
Americans to turn to drug abuse or return to old habits. This is especially concerning for
our youth who may be influenced by this kind of behavior in the adults they trust or who
have found further access to drugs during lockdown. 

So, what steps can you take to keep the teens in your life safe from Drug Abuse?

Have a Conversation with them. Keep the tone of the talk judgment-free and honest.
While even just starting the conversations can be hard, doing so is the first step in
identifying yourself as someone they can trust with these sorts of discussions. Find a
time in a relaxed environment to speak candidly about the very real temptations and
culture of drug usage and the consequences of such. 

Secondly, commit to Locking Your Meds and encourage others to do so. According to
the Lock Your Meds MEDucation guide, 1,700 children and young adults begin
experimenting with prescription drugs each day. Keep your medications in a safe place
and only take your own medications as prescribed. Remind teens that just because it
came from a doctor, doesn’t mean it's safe. Prescription drug abuse is a growing concern
that must be addressed.

Third, Do Your Research! If you want to be a resource to the teens in your life, you
must be informed. Be prepared to answer tough questions not just with a “cause I said
so” attitude but with facts and statistics. Even if you can’t become an expert, be ready to
guide your teen through their own research when they have questions you yourself can’t
answer. The Red Ribbon Week website is a great place to start. 

We hope this year's Red Ribbon Week inspires you to take action! Check out our website
for more information on how are programs address drug abuse and to learn about how
you can get involved. Contributing author, 

Claire LeMonnier

RED RIBBON WEEK
October 23 - 30 



In my letter from the ED this month I’m going
to do something a bit different.  Today I want
to acknowledge and encourage working
parents during the challenging times of
COVID-19.  Since re-entering the workplace
almost 20 years ago, as a mom with kids in
high school, I always purposed to be home
when they were home.  A flexible schedule
that allowed me to keep my priority of being
a mom over an employee was important to
me; it was important to our family.  As I grew
into my current position I’ve worked to keep
that priority a value of our organization, not
just for moms but for dads too.  I strongly
believe that healthy families create healthy
communities. In today’s world we have found
ways to wear many hats; that of a parent, a
teacher, and an employer or employee.
Sometimes all at the same time!

We have learned that doing math is much
different than it used to be (note I didn’t say
easier or better) and that it’s harder to teach
a kindergartener or first grader to read than
we would have thought.  That algebra we
didn’t think we’d ever use, now we need to
teach it to our middle schooler.   

We have an appreciation for our teachers
that maybe we had lost. As employers and
employees, we’ve also learned that much our
work can be done remotely.  Productivity and
success look a bit different since March, but
it is working and we’re getting things
accomplished.

 As of April, nearly 62% of the American
workforce is working virtually. We’ve figured
it out. All looks good; at least on the outside.
My question, and my concern, is how does it
look on the inside?  How are you handling
this incredible balancing act emotionally?
Data is coming in telling us that many of us
are not doing well at all.  Suicidal ideations
are on the rise.  Divorce rates are climbing.
Moms and Dads are stressed out.  We were
not emotionally prepared to cope with a
pandemic that created such social isolation,
fear of the unknown and the known,
uncertainty and instability.  

Our newsletter usually focuses on our kids;
as it should, but there is a quote that states,
“you can’t pour from an empty cup.”  We
can’t give what we don’t have.  I know that
I’ve had days recently that I’ve felt I have
nothing left to give; I bet you have too.  Let’s
make a commitment to ourselves to take
the time WE need to fill ourselves up so
that we are better able to give to those we
love.  Make a commitment to yourself to do
something this week just for YOU!  Visit our
Facebook page and share your #timeforme
with us. I’ll be sharing mine and watching for
yours!

Donna Golob. 

Executive Director

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR



Hooray, we are now back in classes virtually! We

are kicking off the school year with Clark Middle

School and then on to Scott Middle School in

November. Teaching virtually is a new world for us

but it has been very successful thus far. Even

though we don't know how the upcoming

semesters will play out, we are staying hopeful

and well-trained to handle teaching in-person and

virtually.

Positive Potential Remix is back and we are in full

swing! We are teaching live via Zoom and loving

every minute of it! Our incredible team has done a

phenomenal job of creating a strong, cohesive

workgroup to help us as we meet the needs of

our students. We look forward to having a very

successful school year!

Jasmine Lindsey, 

Positive Potential Team Lead

Relentless is in full swing this month.  Mentor

trainings have been conducted for Gavit and are in

process with River Forest.  Gavit has started

Mentor Sessions virtually and they are going great.

River Forest begins Mentor Sessions in November. 

 We are enjoying the virtual platform and creating

new ways to engage students.  We look forward to

continuing to connect with students as the

program progresses.

PROGRAM UPDATES

Positive Potential is back in the swing for the

school year. Currently, we are serving at Union

Township and look forward to working with

other communities throughout the year. Things

are going great and we are really enjoying

working with the students!

Jeremias Alicea, 

Positive Potential reMIX Team Lead

KeAnna Lott, 

Horizon Team Lead

Stephanie Lenckos, 

Positive Potential Team Lead



LIGHT THE DARKNESS 5KLIGHT THE DARKNESS 5KLIGHT THE DARKNESS 5K
Nearly 200 people showed up to show

support and raise awareness of suicide.

PATH team members walked/ran for PATH.

It was a chilly morning, but thankfully the

rain held off! We had a great time speaking

with folks at the event and want to thank

everyone who came!

NEW TEAM MEMBER!NEW TEAM MEMBER!NEW TEAM MEMBER!
Jason C. Kegebein is a graduate from Hobart

High School and an ordained Church of God

Pastor through Indiana Ministries. He currently

serves as President of the South Haven Lions

Club, is a member of the Portage Rotary Club,

and believes in the mission of the Greater

Portage Chamber of Commerce. He is a gifted

communicator, convicted about speaking the

truth as plainly as possible. He, his wife Alexis

and their children, Serenity and Josiah live in

Valparaiso, Indiana.

 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MARION!HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MARION!HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MARION!
Relentless Peer Mentor Coach, Marion,

celebrates her birthday this month! The staff

here at PATH wish her a wonderful birthday

and a year full of happiness!

Pictured above, Jason Kegebein

Pictured above, Wendell Mosby

Pictured above, Marion Collins

H a p p y  B i r t h d a y !

PATH UPDATES


